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WWW.Bnpublishing.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 276 pages. Dimensions:
9.5in. x 7.4in. x 0.7in.Public Opinion, by Walter Lippman, is a critical assessment of functional
democratic government, especially the irrational, and often self-serving, social perceptions that
influence individual behavior, and prevent optimal societal cohesion. The descriptions of the
cognitive limitations people face in comprehending their socio-political and cultural environments,
proposes that people must inevitably apply an evolving catalogue of general stereotypes to a
complex reality, rendered Public Opinion a seminal text in the fields of media studies, political
science, and social psychology. The introductory first part describes mans inability to functionally
perceive and accurately interpret the world with much accuracy: The real environment is
altogether too big, too complex, and too fleeting for direct acquaintance, between people and their
environment (reality). That people construct a pseudo-environment that is a subjective, biased, and
necessarily abridged mental image of the world; therefore, to a degree, everyones pseudo-
environment is a fiction. Hence, people live in the same world, but think and feel in different ones.
Human behavior is stimulated by the persons pseudo-environment and then is acted upon in the
real world. The chapter highlights some of the general implications of the interactions among...
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These sorts of publication is the perfect pdf accessible. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You are going to like the way the author write this book.
-- Sunny Thom pson-- Sunny Thom pson

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any time
of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .-- Mr . Da vid Sta nton Jr .
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